This book contains hand drawn H and E diagrams of all the slides which are included in the syllabus for undergraduate medical students. In the present edition, many new slides have been added covering the curriculum of various universities in India and updated few of them wherever needed. Large schematic diagrams added which are simple and clear to make it easy for students replicated in their record books.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Many new slides are added as per the National Medical Council of India (NMC) curriculum.
- Contains hand drawn H and E diagrams of all the slides which are included in the syllabus for undergraduate students.
- Enriched with large schematic diagrams to make it easy for students to draw in their record books.
- Short specific identification points for each slide have also been given.
- Identification points which are must-know for an undergraduate medical student about the structure and function of the tissue have been added.
- This edition incorporates tables showing comparison of different histological features of related tissues for quick revision during exams.

**READERSHIP**

- MBBS Students